Summary of N1482

Accessible by USE association of M.

Parent module
Module M
Public Entities
Interfaces to subprograms in descendant submodules
Private Entities

Child submodule
Submodule(M) :: CM1
Bodies for subprograms with interfaces in M
Private Entities

Child submodule
Submodule(M) :: CM2
Bodies for subprograms with interfaces in M
Private Entities

Not accessible by USE association.

Parts more distantly descendant than CM1 and CM2
Summary of N1482

Module M

Public Entities
- Interfaces for subprograms in GM1 and GM2

Private Entities

Accessible by USE association of M.

Child submodule
- Submodule(M) :: CM1
  - Invisible interfaces for more subprograms in GM1 and GM2
  - Invisible stuff shared by subprograms in GM1 and GM2

Grandchild submodule
- Submodule(CM1) :: GM1
  - Bodies for subprograms with interfaces in M
- Submodule(CM1) :: GM2
  - Bodies for subprograms with interfaces in M

Not accessible by USE association.